Chemistry across scales: from molecules to cells.
Many important biological functions are strongly dependent on specific chemical interactions. Modelling how the physicochemical molecular details emerge at much larger scales is an active area of research, currently pursued with a variety of methods. We describe a series of theoretical and computational approaches that aim to derive bottom-up descriptions that capture the specificity that ensues from atomistic detail by extracting relevant features at the different scales. The multiscale models integrate the descriptions at different length and time scales by exploiting the idea of mechanical responses. The methodologies bring together concepts and tools developed in seemingly unrelated areas of mathematics such as algebraic geometry, model reduction, structural graph theory and non-convex optimization. We showcase the applicability of the framework with examples from protein engineering and enzyme catalysis, protein assembly, and with the description of lipid bilayers at different scales. Many challenges remain as it is clear that no single methodology will answer all questions in such multidimensional complex problems.